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Neon Living - and more...

With bright neon colours and acrylic materials, 
Neon Living stays true to its original concept 
– but today, the Danish brand is expanded to 
include a range of new designs made from such 
materials as cork, marble and copper.

- We are constantly developing our concept to 
give our customers new experiences as a sup-
plement to the popular acrylic design. Without 
compromising on quality – along with design 
and colours, quality remains one of the most 
important parameters to us.



70010 - COASTERS

70040 - MARBLE BOARD

INTENSE MARBLE

Marble Board is an intense black marble slab of 28 x 28 centimeters can be used as a simple and 
beautiful decoration, cutting boards, base for Christmas decoration, plate of tapas and a host of other 
creative things. Marble Coasters are another novelty in the series and consists of glass pieces of marble 
in the same style and color. They measures each 9 x 9 centimeter. They not only protect the table, but 
also sheds new gloss over (or under) Beer Mugs or wineglasses.







22032 - SILVER - SET OF 2

22030 - COPPER - SET OF 2

22020 - BRASS - SET OF 2

Unique and elegant candleholders made of steel - put the different candelholders together and create 
a warm and personal look for your home. The candelholder can be reversed depending on whether 
you want to use it for taper candles or tealights. Comes in set of 2 and is delivered in a beautiful gift box.

BASE LIGHZ



06020 - BRASS

06010 - COPPER

Smart and practical tray in metal comes in brass and copper. The tray is suitable as a serving tray, but 
is also perfect for displaying perfume and make-up in the bathroom or for storing your favorite things. 
Brass and Copper will change over time depending on the environment. Size 22 x 31 x 5 cm





50027 - WALNUT/SMOKE
50024 - WALNUT/CLEAR

40 CM WITH 4 HOOKS

50028 - WALNUT/SMOKE
50023 - WALNUT/CLEAR

70 CM WITH 8 HOOKS



Smart and practical coat rack - ready for the wardrobe, the children’s room, the bedroom or the kitchen. 
The coat rack comes in 3 different wood - wallnut, beech and oak. And in 4 different colours hooks - 
Clear, Smoke, Blue and Red. Combine and create a perfect coat rack that fits your needs. The length of 
the rack is 40 cm with 4 acrylic hooks and 70 cm with 8 acrylic hooks.

50029 - BEECH/MULTI COLOUR
50025 - BEECH/CLEAR
50032 - BEECH/SMOKE

70 CM WITH 8 HOOKS

50030 - BEECH/BLUE
50031 - BEECH/RED

40 CM WITH 4 HOOKS



51240 - WALNUT/SMOKE
51140 - WALNUT/CLEAR

40 CM WITH 4 HOOKS

51270 - WALNUT/SMOKE
51170 - WALNUT/CLEAR

70 CM WITH 8 HOOKS







60006 - TRAY SMALL

70006 - TRAY BIG

Beautiful and elegant tray in wallnut. The tray is suitable as a serving tray, but also for storing your 
favorite things. It comes in 2 sizes 06006 is 23 x 32 x 5 cm and 07006 is 44 x 31 x 5 cm



11006 - DIAMOND RACK



12530 - B-ROLL/SMOKE

23530 - B-HOOKED/SMOKE
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Functional little box for storage of jewellery, hair pins or other valuable items. Is also very suitable for the 
childrens room for hair pins, hair bands and other small items. The box os made in Acryllic material and 
has seperated rooms in smoke.

11007 - DIAMOND BOX SMOKE



29000 - DIAMOND STORE
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